TRUACHBT VOLUNTARY
else in the whole world. Rather than write prose or poetry;
rather than compose music; rather than act; rather than win
races, or lead nations by oratory; rather than excel in any of these,
do I wish to have been able to state with perfect conviction: 'Tve
run out of the colour I use to make that sky!" (William, no .
doubt, would say that it would have been even better not to have
run out of the colour he uses to make that sky! But the war draws
away equipment from the oddest places, and puts most of it to the
saddest uses.)
I would have chosen to paint because I believe that a painter
can swing himself free of unhappiness by his own medium, while
he is actually at work It means absorbing ourselves in colour and
colours, something we can do with our hands as well as with
mind and spirit; and that leaves hardly a chink for trouble to edge
in and upset the fun. You need not shut yourself up indoors to
paint; your fortress or your sanctuary, whichever you like to call
it, is carried along with you and set uip by this intense preoccupa-
tion . . . One is one and all alone and ever more shall be so.
Painting ensures that kingdom of well-being in oneself (I ain
guessing, for I am no painter) which cannot be achieved by writing
(I am not guessing, for I am a writer). "My mind to me a kingdom
is"—but most damnably it is not, and nevermore shall be so.
People fail to realize how much the physical equipment in creation
must count; there is precious litde pleasure in even the most
skilfully sharpened pencils, the most smoothly running fountain-
pen or the purest sheets of thick white delicately-ruled foolscap.
It matters how you write, but (literally) not in the least how you
write it. Shakespeare himself might have had the'handwriting
of an illiterate schoolboy; the handiwork is nothing and you
cannot get restlessness out of you that way, nor the perpetual desire
for goodness knows what But a painter has every satisfaction
foffifled and aH at die same time. Yes, I should indeed like to have
been born a painter.
Hardly any children write just for fun and whether they have
a gift for writing or not. Hardly any children compose music
for fun; when they want to make a row, they shout, blow
trumpets, beat drums; musical composition means endless
lessons and hard work. But children paint for fun; they
mime for fun; they dance for fun, and they talk for fun. If
I could not have been a great painter, the next wishes on my list
would be for acting and ballet, both companionable arts, break-
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